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offers overly optimistic, resulting in
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To address this knowledge gap, we are
pleased to announce Knight Frank’s
new Italian Prime Residential Index.
Mirroring the same repeat-valuation
methodology adopted in our other global
markets, we have produced a valuable and
unrivalled tool enabling, for the first time, the
tracking of prime residential prices across
15 of Italy’s top second-home destinations.
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underline the extent to which significant
regional variations persist. The price of a
prime property in Italy declined by 5.5%
on average in 2016 but more than 14
percentage points separate the strongest
and weakest-performing Italian market.
Lake Como leads the rankings, with prices
rising 1.2% year-on-year. Good accessibility
via Milan, its proximity to the Swiss border,
and the Lake’s popularity with both Italians
and overseas buyer has shored up prices.
The overall narrative is one of an improving
market. The country’s major cities – Rome,
Milan, Florence and Venice, all sit within the

A number of markets are playing catch up.
Vendors have been slow to adjust their
prices but in some markets high stock levels
have forced them to accept the market
reality. We are seeing a return to long-term
trusted markets. Having dipped their toe
in peripheral areas, buyers have retreated
back to Italy’s core locations.

The number of square metres €1m buys
Based on prime residential prices as at Dec 2016
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Seeking value?
As we have seen from the results of our
index price performance across Italy varied
significantly in 2016, but our research
shows actual prime prices are equally
wide-ranging. Sardinia’s Costa Smeralda
commands the highest values, meaning a
million euros buys 50 sq m.
Portofino, perched on the cliffs of
the Italian Riveria sits in second place (67
sq m) but compare this to Maremma and
Umbria where prime prices are close to
€6,000 per sq m, and a million euros
buys around 167 sq m of floorspace.
A million euros in Rome, Italy’s most
expensive city, buys 83 sq m but Venice
and Milan are not far behind with 91 sq m
and 100 sq m respectively.
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Wealth flows, shifts in currency, new flight
routes and the health of the local economy
all act as drivers of demand but the key
motivation amongst overseas buyers in Italy
remains the lifestyle it offers.

Although British buyers are finding Italy and
the wider Eurozone more expensive, Eurodenominated buyers are hunting for, and in
some cases finding, good value. US buyers
have yet to pick up in large numbers,
despite the favourable USD/EUR exchange
rate, but we expect enquiries to strengthen
during 2017.
Unlike France, the UK, Australia and
Canada, Italian policymakers are showing
little appetite to increase taxes or deter
foreign investment. On the contrary, Italy’s
new non-dom tax incentive, will mean
UHNWIs opting to become Italian residents
will be subject to a flat rate of tax for all
foreign-sourced income.
2016 proved a turbulent year, but that’s
nothing unusual in Italian politics, and
although both the domestic and global
economy are facing their own respective
headwinds, we expect prices will stay
largely static, we don’t see immediate rises
or substantial declines on the horizon.
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Knight Frank Research provides strategic
advice, consultancy services and forecasting
to a wide range of clients worldwide including
developers, investors, funding organisations,
corporate institutions and the public sector.
All our clients recognise the need for expert
independent advice customised to their
specific needs.
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